Volvo fh12

It was originally introduced in late as the FH12 and FH FH stands for F orward control H igh
entry, where numbers denominate engine capacity in litres. The FH range is one of the most
successful truck series ever having sold more than , units worldwide. In late Volvo had unveiled
its replacement for the legendary F cabover series in production for almost 15 years. The
development of the all-new design litre engine with its overhead camshaft and electronic unit
injectors technology placed Volvo among the world's leading engine designers. There were two
models, FH12 and FH16 which shared common cabs and chassis and the FH12 immediately
won " Truck of the year " award in The litre engine, gearboxes, and the driveline were carried
over from the previous generation albeit with many improvements and a host of additional
features including all-new Volvo engine management and its diagnostics for the D12A engine.
The cab featured a more sharply raked windscreen while wedge-shaped sides rounded into the
front panel at much wider radius corners and the rear vision mirrors were also streamlined. The
cabin was subject to the toughest cab impact test where procedure involved placing a tonne
static weight on the roof and one-tonne pendulum striking at the cab rear wall and at the
windscreen pillars, at the end of which the cab doors must be able to be opened. From the
design angle, the new D12A engine was one of the largest engine projects from Volvo Trucks
since the s at the time. The basic design was still based on direct injection in-line six diesel
engines around 12 litres displacement but with entirely different fuel and valve systems when
compared with previous Volvo engines. The D12A was designed as a "world engine" to be able
to meet the latest demands in high power output, low fuel consumption and lower emissions
with its single OHC overhead camshaft design, four valves per cylinder, and one centrally
located electronic unit injector , integrated engine compression brake and two-piece, steel and
aluminium pistons. The engine design left the door open for future upgrades in both power
output and emission technologies. The brake operates on a principle where exhaust valve cam
followers act on a secondary cam profile when engine brake is activated. Engine oil pressure is
used to eliminate extra valve clearance thus this action forces the follower against secondary
lobes and unseating exhaust valves temporarily to achieve so-called compression bleeding as
employed by similar systems from Jacobs, Cummins and Mack however Volvo system has an
extra cam lobe thus giving two openings of the exhaust valves and is designed to work in
conjunction with an exhaust brake so two of the engine's four strokes are used to raise engine
braking effect - Exhaust and Compression strokes. In conjunction with the introduction of FM
series in , [7] Volvo had facelifted existing FH series with minor modifications to the cab but
major upgrade to the electrical system, engine, and gearbox. The so-called TEA T ruck E
lectronic A rchitecture introduced a technical solution to possibility of various electronic
control units to work and communicate with one another. The systems have been linked using
two data buses or data links which allowed control units to exchange relevant information over
the data network. TEA is a computerized control and monitoring system which is used to
control and coordinate the various functions of the vehicle main components. The new
instrument cluster included an LCD panel to show information or diagnostic messages from the
systems broadcast via the J data link. The original D12A engine was considered as a rather
conservatively power rated and expectations of higher power output from such an engine
design were always at the mind of not only the designer but customers alike. The gearboxes
were based on the previous SR series and shared the same number of gears and gear change
pattern. The SR series gearbox was discontinued and replaced with the now same model shared
across the entire FH and FM range. Torque increases from Nm to Nm were due to changes to
the machining of the gears as well as the use of the new type of narrower synchromesh
mechanism allowing increased gear width. In Volvo introduced the second generation of the FH
and FM series with the cab and driveline given a major makeover. New rearview mirrors were
introduced to reduce blind spots and improve airflow, new headlights, and front side marker
lights, a new split sun visor, and new wider front steps complemented the external
modifications. The interior was redesigned with more rounded edges around the dashboard and
new seats with integrated seatbelts. Integrated telephone speaker and microphone with steering
wheel controls for the radio and inbuilt GSM phones were an option. As a standard equipment
FH models also included FUPS F ront U nderrun P rotection S ystem to further enhance safety
by preventing smaller vehicles from being "underrun" or wedged under front of the truck in an
event of frontal collision. I-Shift borrowed from old transmission technologies like
non-synchronised main gears which allowed a reduction in size and weight and a countershaft
brake to achieve more precise shift control while matching engine rpm to transmissions rpm e.
After delaying introduction of new 16 litre engine for 2 years [6] in Volvo introduced one of the
most powerful trucks ever built. The notable design changes included timing gears being on the
flywheel side of the engine rear-mounted , a design which allows for increased airflow around
the engine, more precise injection and valve operation, noise reduction, and manufacturing cost

due to flywheel casing being used to house timing gears as well. Initially available to meet Euro
III emissions requirements, further improvements will enable the engine to meet or exceed Euro
IV and possibly Euro V emissions targets. In Volvo introduced D13B [17] with Exhaust Gas
Recirculation configuration and VGT turbocharger but without exhaust particle filter and is the
only manufacturer to offer this solution thus far. In August , Volvo launched an upgrade to the
FH series [18] with the main emphasis on driver comfort and usability, among features listed are
windscreen wipers controlled by a rain sensor, cornering lights for better visibility when
turning, powerful audio system with USB aux and MP3 inputs as well as a swiveling passenger
seat. Completely redesigned grill, steps, sun visor, and headlamps combination were the most
obvious visible changes over previous models. Continuing on its Euro V theme upgrades to 13
Litre engines and introduction of the new 11 Litre engine followed a few months later. As a part
of an ongoing commitment to road safety, a number of safety features were also improved like
advanced radar-controlled cruise control, Driver Alert System DAS which keeps a tab on the
driver's time behind the wheel with ongoing monitoring of the driver's responses, Lane Keeping
Support LKS which alerts the driver when crossing over the lines and Lane Change Support
LCS system responsible for alerting the driver when another vehicle is in the "blind spot" when
attempting to change lanes. This engine will be delivered to customers around the new year ,
celebrating 25 years of Volvo litre truck engines. Other quotable new features are the I-torque
driveline and the I-see fuel-saving technology. With the new thirteen-litre engine, the name has
changed to FH The truck did well and stopped only centimeters from the car ahead. The
tractor-trailer was fully loaded to 40 tons GCW when Volvo demonstrated the system. The AEB
system combines radar and a camera that works together to identify and monitor vehicles in
front. When the system detects a vehicle that the truck will hit at its current speed, the warning
system activates a constant red light in the windscreen in order to bring the driver's attention
back to the road. The truck received a facelift in , with most notably a new headlight design, an
updated interior, new safety features, and efficiency improvements. Pre-facelift model continues
to be offered in selected markets where facelifted model was introduced, now marketed as
Volvo FH Classic for models with litre engines and Volvo FH16 Classic for models with litre
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tackle untamed roads in challenging conditions, consider a Land Rover Discovery engine. They
are built to deliver the performance you would expect in heat, rain, and snow so you can drive
safely in all weathers and stay focused on the beauty of the journey. If you need to replace the
engine in your existing Land Rover Discovery, complete engine blocks are available on eBay at
a range of prices and conditions. You will enjoy reliable performance from the Land Rover
Discovery 2 TD5 engine and similar models, without having to worry about the cost of diesel.
This engine is known for its fuel efficiency, so you can plan long trips, knowing that you can get
to your destination without unexpected stops. With these engines from eBay, you can expect:.
The engine is a V-6, with a torque of lb-ft. It offers you HP and can tow up to 8, pounds. For
comparison, heavy motorcycles are approximately 1, pounds, so you can tow four motorbikes.
Land Rover has several luxury models, including three diesel models. All of their fuel-efficient
models have been approved by the EPA, so you know that they meet the most stringent
standards worldwide. On eBay, you can find engines for the following models which include,
but are not limited to:. If you choose a diesel-powered Discovery 3 engine from eBay, you can
relax knowing that you have reduced toxic emissions. These engines are more efficient than
petrol-powered engines, so they release less carbon dioxide and produce less waste than a
petrol engine would. Skip to main content. Filter 2. Shop by category. Model Year see all. Type
see all. Articulated Lorry. Tractor Unit. Axel Configuration see all. Transmission see all. Not
specified. Body Type see all. Curtain Side. Chassis Cab. Manufacturer see all. Volvo Filter
Applied. Model see all. FH Filter Applied. Vehicle Type see all. In-Car Entertainment Options see
all. Features see all. Previous owners excl. Condition see all. Please provide a valid price range.
Buying format see all. All listings. Best Offer. Buy it now. Classified Ads. Item location see all.
UK Only. European Union. Delivery options see all. Free postage. Show only see all. Returns
accepted. Completed items. Sold items. Authorised seller. Authenticity verified. More

refinements More refinements All Auction Buy it now. Sort: Best Match. Best Match. View:
Gallery view. List view. Classified Ad. Collection in person. Classified Ad with Best Offer. Volvo
FH. Volvo FH Results pagination - page 1 1 2 3. You may also like. Savings are here! Get what
you love for less. Does a Land Rover Discovery engine have efficient fuel consumption? Are
engine blocks available for all Land Rover diesel models? On eBay, you can find engines for the
following models which include, but are not limited to: Land Rover Discovery. Land Rover
Discovery Sport. Land Rover Discovery 4. Land Rover Discovery engines and the environment If
you choose a diesel-powered Discovery 3 engine from eBay, you can relax knowing that you
have reduced toxic emissions. Sort ads by price, year, odometer or country. Load handling
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interested in any of the above used Volvo fh12, FH12 , FH12 , FH12 , FH12 , FH12 trucks for sale,
click on the checkbox next to the advertisement and add it to your favourites or compare with
other interesting offers. Please do not hesitate to contact Mascus U. Place a Classified Ad.
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each listing for international shipping options and costs. The Volvo FH is a long haul icon that
optimises your uptime and fuel efficiency, and offers an outstanding driver environment. The
new Volvo FH is, simply put, better in every way. Get an overview of the Volvo FH in the
interactive product brochure. Saving fuel has never felt so good. Volvo FH with I-Save is ideal
for bringing down your fuel consumption in long haul operations â€” without compromising
driveability. Thanks to Turbo Compound technology, the engine makes full use of the available
energy at every stage and gives you more torque. Perfect stability, total control at low speeds
and reduced strain on your muscles. Volvo Dynamic Steering also helps you avoid skidding and
unintentional lane changes, lets you set your steering wheel preferences and even offers
remote steering control. No need to compromise on driveability, and you can optimise it for a
range up to 1 km. Knowledge is your key to profitability. Our fleet management services give
you up-to-the-minute details about your drivers and vehicles. Take advantage of these insights
to control costs and maximise productivity. From scheduled maintenance to maximum uptime,
a Volvo Service Contract keeps you on the road. Explore how the Flexi-Gold Contract matches
the beat of your business. Proactive control of service needs with a service plan continuously
updated according to real vehicle usage. Most of our customers working in long haul transport
choose Volvo FH. If you want to, you can get your Volvo FH with a sturdy tandem drive bogie. It
offers a great combination of load capacity, traction and fuel efficiency â€”especially with the
Tandem Axle Lift. It will take you far in tough conditions. It depends on how tall you are. Yes
you can! Have questions? Want to talk to someone about your future truck? Trucks Volvo FH.
Maximum returns Get the most out of your fuel. Power tailored for your assignment All about
the Volvo FH powertrains. The next step in evolution The ever changing constant in long haul
transport. Customised for your productivity A chassis made for your work. Wide range of
services Get even more out of your operation. Contact us about the Volvo FH. Volvo FH cab
options. Low sleeper cab. Sleeper cab. Globetrotter cab. Globetrotter XL cab. Globetrotter XXL
cab. I-Save Saving fuel has never felt so good. Learn more about I-Save. Volvo Dynamic
Steering Perfect stability, total control at low speeds and reduced strain on your muscles. Learn
more about Volvo Dynamic Steering. Need help tailoring your new Volvo FH? What do people
say about the Volvo FH? We bought our first Volvo trucks at the beginning of the eighties â€”

two Volvo trucks that I drove myself. Volvo is now part of our tradition. Services that support
your business. Fleet Management Knowledge is your key to profitability. More about Fleet
Management and Dynafleet. More about Volvo Service Contracts. Volvo Uptime Care Contract
Proactive control of service needs with a service plan continuously updated according to real
vehicle usage. More about Volvo Uptime Care Contract. Which services suit your needs?
Accessories for your truck Make it yours. View our truck accessories. Is the Volvo FH built for
long haul only? Can I get my Volvo FH with all-wheel drive? Can I stand up straight in my Volvo
FH cab? Can I run my Volvo FH on alternative fuels? Contact your Volvo Trucks Dealer. Truck
tractor Volvo FH On the mechanic. Assembled by Belgium. D13 engine with cm3. Mileage km.
With passed maintenance, serviced. Description Volvo FH 12 - fodder 6 infusions 6 chambers
Cabin: Global air conditioning, pneumatic seats, tachograph, electric window lift, spare lamps,
sun protection. Tractor imported from abroad, perfect condition, original mileage. Automatic
transmission. Mileage: 1. Lowdeck, Manual, ABS; on bellows, el. Volvo FH12 A locomotive
recently serviced. Lots of products on sale and new ones are announced every day! Sold
inspected. A lot of other renovations were done, with receipts if needed. Maintenance is always
done by a qualified workshop. Read more ". Chassis type: Tractor Axle arrangement: 4x2
Engine output hp: Mileage displayed km : Located in Spain and other countries. Click request
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your location Loading Please enter your phone number Phone. Send me email alerts for similar
machines. Share my contact info with other dealers with similar machines. Submit Prev. Have 5
seconds to help us improve the results? I'll do it. Did you find what you were looking for?
Please tell us more so that we can improve our website:. How can we get in touch with you?
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